Boat should be free of all dirt, wax, polish, etc.
wipe entire area with alcohol with a lint free cloth. It cant be clean enough!
The wet method: you need a spray bottle with 2 or 3 drops of dish soap mixed with water.
you will spray the boat and the adhesive side of the vinyl eachtime before applying.

For positioning the graphic before applying
use painters tape or low tack masking tape.
no packaging tape or permanent adhesive.
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using the masking tape, set your
centre. reference points for the main lower graphic.
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using the masking tape, set your
spacing under the rub rail . You can use 1/2” 1” 1.5” size etc tape
to keep consistent spacing and to your liking from the rub rail down

Take the main centre graphic and tape into
postion with the masking tape. when happy
with layout, tape down centre point.
this will be your “hinge”
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spray the back of the vinyl
and the boat throughly so the vinyl will slip
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With overlapping strokes,
Using the squeegee press fimly up and
down while moving forward pushing the
water out underneath the vinyl.
if the premask top get dry spray the premask .
continue until you dont see any liquid
coming underneath

Take a side and peel away then cut the hard backing paper
from the pre mask being carefull to not let
the graphic fold onto itself.
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remove the centre hinge
and repeat for the other side

Once miost of the liquid has been removed
from the vinyl , you can remiove the premask
starting from a bottom corner up.
If any vinyl comes up squeegee down some more
you can wet the premask to help it remove easily
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Decal will now be in place. IMPORTANT!
IFA ANY BIG BUBBLES ARE UNDERNEATH
THE VINYL DON’T PRESS ON THE VINYL DRY.
SPARY THE TOP TO SMOOTH IT OUT OTHERWISE
YOU CAN MOVE/TEAR THE VINYL

using the green tape as spacers
or using your preference repeat the process
for the other parts.
Tape everything in place and double
check before applying.

Any smaller bubbles will dissaper
over time. Remember most people will
see the decal from at least 5 ft away so
small bubble wont be seen.

